
Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity October 16th, 2017 
Delta Delta Chapter 3:30 PM 
Active’s Meeting - Decision Day HSBS 3048 
 

Informal Meeting  
Start Time: 3:49 PM 
End Time: 4:19 PM 
 
Pledge Team: 

● Do’s and Don’ts of Pledging 
● Contract Signing 
● Expectations of Pledging 
● Active Questions for Pledge Team 

 
Vice Regent: 

● Risk Management  
○ Sign risk management form, can’t come to active meeting if you don’t sign it  

 
Vice Regent: 

● Meeting with Pharmacy council--keep rooms clean, put chairs in place  
 
Risk Management: 

● Will go over do’s and don’ts of pledging 
 
NOTES: 
Thank everyone for being here, nervous and excited. Excited to see what happens update on 
what’s happening changing throughout week and you feel confused about changes and we 
worked hard and best to accommodate to everything that came our way. Concerns through 
forms. One of the first thing was the concern about transition and field day on the same day and 
we haven’t addressed not because we’re not concern so we met with d WIL and basically with 
process being 5 weeks we don’t have an extra day so the best thing to do was combine transition 
and field day on sat oc 28 in the morning transition because it is a serious meeting with rituals 
and following we move into field day. We felt it bed best to combine the time. The new schedule 
is posted on FB if not we can send ot you. We really tried hard to accom everyone schedule and 
this was the best version. Another concern amount of hours spent in meeting whether there is a 
specific requirement. Met with D Will so we’re not doing anything out of our bylaws there is a 
claw in bylaw that specifies hours agreed upon. And the faculty said it was too excessive since 
we expect them to spend time outside of pledging so agreed to 1-1.5hr.  
 
Katreen: Active guideline (read from form).  
 
Jesise: violations taken seriously. First violation is leaking of info. We want pledge process to 
build pledges and we don’t want any profanity and this includes teasing and embarrassing 
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pledges otuside of meeting. Do not purchase or drink alcohol with pledges. Do not talk over 
pledge mast and provide constricive critisim and refer questions to PT 
 
Roel: violations--1st violation pay fine of $35, one hall monitor and one shift per meeting and 
you also have to bring a pack of water for pledges for one meeting. If you commit a second 
violation then you will not be able to get a little for this pledging cycle. Third violation active 
cannot participate in pledge meeting for the remainder of the cycle. Any violation during the rush 
can be carried into pledging. Lasting integrity is a value harped on so we want to have successful 
pledging. Keep KY value with you at all times. Sign form in order to  
 
An: same location or not for transition and field day? Goran: don’t have a location yet. Checked 
AirBnB not efficient in space or in not good area so we couldn’t book. Idea was doing it in the 
park but face problem of exposing ritual but we’re working on still finding a location. But we are 
planning on having it at the same location.  
 
Rohan: three violations or two violations? Update on violation, we consolidated violation two 
and three. First is fine and hall and water further violation will eliminate from getting a little and 
being dismissed from pledge meeting until pledge crosses. These violation have already been 
accessed so its been done already and will continue to be enforces. 
 
Phil: this meeting is diffrent from rest of meetings since we’re in this building. For the rest of the 
meeting sr2 rm 130. This meeting is tone down. PDC behind us. So keep at certain volume so no 
yelling. We’re going to maintain a few active demonstrate. Active contacted before hand will be 
called up to demonstrate and be loud but chapter cannot be loud. To give highlight, we cheer 
when they come in and give index card to see why they chose KY then move room. Once we 
start that time we want to show that we’re intense and we feel its betting to show it with five 
people. We will have hall monitors. A greeting done by five actives won’t take that long. Then 
we move to 3001. Normally we swould have active being loud bringing the heat but we want to 
make sure we are serious but we build onto it. Please help us out to make this a great process.  
 
Rohan: clarification, active stoic and serious with no yelling? Phil: yes. With that being said 
interview will happen early around wednesday. They have until tomorrow to come up with 
questions 
 
Goran: separate folder for interviews but its not provide. Songs and signatures in red folder 
private. Since we have less time compared to previous ye4ar we didn’t want to waste time to get 
to know actives so we’re starting on the first day basically.  
 
Phil: any questions? 
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Rohan: stay acfter for decompression? Phil: yes if you want 
 
Jessie: we’re going into 3001 phil does his thing than 3007 decompression and once all pledges 
go to the other room they do their elections then come back into 3048 for signatures.  
 
Phil: after the hand off of red folder, we will move to 3001 to begin. Trainers will help guide 
pledges and ararnge by height. Actives have a seat in the back where ever they want.  
 
Clarissa: not sure how this goes for me since i’m a p1 Goran: will be filled in 
 
Lan: are the table rearranged in the other room? Goran: walk in at 4:30 and this room we’re 
creating a bridge and introduce ourselves to them. Index card to write why they choise kappa psi 
and what they expect from this process. Jessie and sabrina will go set up the room. Phil will do 
his intro. 
 
Jessie: the room will be set up =the same the only difference is podium is moved. Tables cannot 
be moved. 
 
Serenity: actives and pledge go in the same time. 
 
Anna: we’re not allowed to say anything.  
 
Sara: as we’re walking into the room, can we talk to them? Yes, meeting begins in the room. 
Once in the room intensity begins then. So it’s fine to be friendly walking into the room. 
 
kATREEN: pledge wil walk in through the back we will do the bridge to celebrate and have 
pledge sign up for shirt sizes then they sit in the middle and actives fill out the side.  
 
Goran: meeting in SR2 130. Implement buddy system since night fall happens earlier. Please 
stick around and walk with P1 because most will be parked over at welcome center. Please walk 
with p1s to and from meetings.  
 
Olga: where we lining up? Actives line up stairs then walk up to podium.  
 
Goran: last questions? 
 
Phil: go change into kappa psi gear 
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Rohan: open forum? 
 
Recognition:  

● Serenity: thanks for helping with Hurricane Harvey shirts 
● Rohan: thanks for attending lakewood 
● Jessie: thanks for those who donated to PT; special shoutout to Grace for keeping an eye 

out for food 
● Sam: Congrats to Minthong anthony nathan and daniel for placing 
● Katreen: thanks to Daniel for the brothers of kappa psi 
● Rohan: thanks for keeping rushing clean  

 
Rohan: close meeting 
 
Next meeting october 29, 2017 
 
 
Risk Management Powerpoint 


